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Abstract. The initial trickle of organisations releasing Artificial Intelligence (AI) principles documents has turned into a flood,
termed the proliferation of principles, with current counts exceeding over 300 of such documents. This has led researchers to
apply traditional systematic review techniques to the growing corpus of knowledge. Aims vary from meta-analytic accounts
of country of origin, gender of authors, and type of organisations, to mapping principles across documents, to attempts to
consolidate the vast number of principles down to a set of core authoritative principles, to authors selecting principle documents
to support a research hypothesis. The commonality underlying all these efforts is traditional research techniques, which are
arguably inefficient, and create static artefacts with low reusability. The Semantic Web offers a different way, an avenue to
examine this proliferating body of knowledge, creating dynamic knowledge graphs, richly and more objectively connecting
principles as concepts, providing enhanced semantic querying, and incorporating the existing resources from the Linked Open
Data cloud. In order to achieve this, an ontology for AI principles is first required. This work presents the first ontology for
Ethical AI principles (AIPO), leveraging ontology vocabularies including Dublin Core, SKOS, FOAF and DCAT2 among others,
and shows its applicability through a use-case based on the OECD’s AI principles set. We further discuss the benefits of AIPO,
including the facilitation of systematic studies and its impact over the AI principle sets landscape.
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1. Introduction

The intelligence explosion predicted after the first
ultra-intelligent machine is invented [1] is yet to ar-
rive, but an Artificial Intelligence (AI) principles ex-
plosion certainly has, with the largest study reveal-
ing that 88% of principles were released after 2016
[2], giving the appearance that any organisation con-
nected to technology policy is either producing their
own or endorsing another’s set of AI principles [3].
These principle sets serve as non-legislative policy in-
struments also known as soft-law [2], and the organisa-
tions producing them cover the whole gamut from civil
society, through private sector, national government,
intergovernmental and supranational organisations. A
tally from April 2020 listed over 160 AI ethics-specific
guidelines1 while a broader count of more general AI

*Corresponding author. E-mail: andrew.harrison@student.uva.nl.
1https://inventory.algorithmwatch.org

policy initiatives revealed over 3002. This “principle
proliferation” [4] rather than consolidation and unifor-
mity has spurred meta-analyses of the principle sets,
which are an attempt to utilise the growing body of
knowledge by re-engineering it into a human consum-
able volume and format.

While the scale and purpose of these meta-studies
varies, the methods that are employed are limited and
can involve a significant amount of manpower. Most
of these methods involve manual search and selection
of principle sets through keyword and citation link-
ing, followed by human analysis of the documents
and manual coding of the content to derive discursive
or analytical results, that are finally presented by re-
searchers through an article. There is poor reusabil-
ity between the meta-studies, with cross-citations often
serving only to validate the difference and thus rele-
vance of the current meta-study. Further, the PDF arte-

2https://oecd.ai/countries-and-initiatives
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fact outdates rather quickly, exacerbated by delays be-
tween submission and publishing, with articles taking
pains to mention research cutoff dates, especially dur-
ing this period of AI principle proliferation. While the
article form itself is a paper-native means to freeze and
mount research, there is a shift towards web-native sys-
tems to enhance the current research outputs [5]. The
application of Semantic Web [6] and Linked Data [7]
technology and methods allows browsability of graphs
and rich querying services. Indeed, there are efforts to-
wards moving academic research to full semantic pub-
lishing [8–10]).

The burgeoning field of AI ethics and principles
serves as a bulwark to the multitude of malfeasant us-
ages for AI [11], along with addressing safety concerns
even when it is not used for ill [12], and it aims to pro-
tect from the short-term issues around bias and fairness
[13] through to the longer-term debates over existen-
tial threats to humanity [14]. As mentioned, the princi-
ple sets need to be re-engineered to make them human-
consumable in volume and format, with traditional
meta-study methods an attempt to do this, but the cre-
ation of an ontology and use of Semantic Web tools
and technology it is argued, a better way. Addition-
ally, semantic technologies and Linked Data can make
the principle sets machine readable, serving both to as-
sist human comprehension through use of data min-
ing, and becoming directly implementable into AI en-
tities themselves. The consumability and use of these
AI principles is important to ensure public accessibil-
ity and accountability, shared understanding between
actors to prevent AI arms races, assistance in the de-
sign and deployment of AI systems, and finally to help
drive and shape the presumably forthcoming hard-law
and regulation of AI.

In this work, we then investigate whether the exist-
ing AI ethical principle sets can be structured using
the existing semantic technologies, in order to facili-
tate systematic studies. To answer this question, we re-
quire two research questions, namely:

1. Can we formulate an ontology to transform the
knowledge of AI ethical principles into a linked data
consumable format?

2. What use can be made of such an ontology to facil-
itate the systematic study of AI principle sets, and
further the impact of such studies?

Based on these questions, we focus on creating an
ontology for ethical AI principles according to Seman-
tic Web standards, where possible using existing on-

tology vocabularies to assist the integration with other
Linked Data sources.

We first analyse 8 systematic studies of AI princi-
ples to identify their common goals, results and limita-
tions (Section 2). We then implement the first ontology
for ethical AI principles using the established ontology
engineering steps, with a particular focus on promot-
ing its interoperability through vocabulary reuse, our
methodology is presented in Section 3. We show the
applicability of the ontology through a grounded ex-
ample based on the OECD’s AI principles set (Section
4). We finally discuss the benefits of AIPO, namely
how it supports researchers in performing systematic
studies and what impact it has on the AI principle sets
landscape (Section 5). AIPO will serve as the start-
ing point for two future streams of work which we
detail in Section 6. First, it will allow the creation
of a standalone knowledge graph populated with AI
principles sets, which will provide additional inferred
knowledge and make available an endpoint for user-
defined queries of this body of knowledge, to help
drive further research and insights. Second, it will pro-
mote the integration of this body of knowledge into the
Web of (Linked) Data, with the inherent advantages
and use-cases from the volume and variety of other
data sources.

2. Related Work

In this section, we first examine eight AI princi-
ple systematic studies, with the goal of highlighting
the current efforts and their results in more detail.
The section is purposefully exhaustive in description
to highlight the difficulty of traditional methods, irre-
producibility when methodologies are not adequately
described, and the variance in their applications and
findings. We then follow by descriptions of the three
AI principle repositories hosted online along with their
functionality, and finally provide examples of the use
of ontologies in differing fields.

2.1. Survey of Meta-studies

The purposes of the systematic studies reviewed are
non-exclusively categorised as:

i meta-analysis, i.e. aiming at deriving quantita-
tively meaningful information, such as female au-
thors or number of principles;
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ii coverage maps, showing which “principle sets” the
specific principles belong to or are covered by in
various applications;

iii principle consolidations, which attempt to derive
an authoritative set of principles from the various
principle sets; and

iv hypothesis validation, which seeks to provide evi-
dence from the analysis of principle sets to support
the research hypothesis proposed by the authors.

Of the 8 papers reviewed, 5 conduct meta-analysis, 6
use coverage maps, 4 attempt principle consolidation,
and 4 seek to validate hypotheses. The number of AI
principle sets reviewed in each study ranges from 7 to
84, with a median of 28.5, average of 31.9 and stan-
dard deviation of 24.1, with the selection criteria when
mentioned, differing widely (see overview in Table 1).

The first study [4], argues that the volume of AI eth-
ical principles is becoming overwhelming and confus-
ing, and asks whether there is either similarity, mean-
ing redundant repetition, or divergence, meaning am-
biguity and disorientation. Results from the compar-
ative analysis answer affirmatively to the former (re-
dundancy of principles). They choose 6 principles sets
comprising 47 principles in total, selected based on
them being (i) recent, defined as less than 3 years old,
(ii) relevant, i.e. impacting the whole of society, and
(iii) reputable, i.e. employed by multi-stakeholder or-
ganisations with national or higher scope. These 47
principles are consolidated down to 5 core principles:
beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice and
explicability. The core principles are then supported
via quotations selected from the principle sets, and
principle mapping is done against 9 documents (3 ad-
ditional added). The authors argue that their systematic
analysis and principle consolidation serves as a basis
for the development of laws and technical standards.

The second study [15], a self-described semi-syste-
matic analysis, aims to analyse the ethics of AI through
an evaluation of 22 AI principle sets sourced from
database searches and the Algorithm Watch’s AI
Ethics Guidelines Global Inventory mentioned in the
next subsection. The authors aim to show that the prin-
ciple sets are having no impact on decision-making,
have a lack of enforcement around their normative
claims, and discourage agreement on a binding legal
framework. Arguments are made that the principles
are aimed at calming the public critical voices, while
still maintaining the criticised practices within the or-
ganisations. The authors also want to show what is
omitted from the principles, namely existential threats,

machine consciousness, robot ethics, social cohesion,
political abuse of AI systems, lack of diversity, Kan-
tian brutalisation arguments, ecological costs, and
industry-funded “buyout” of research institutions. The
principle sets analysed were in English and had to be
less than 5 years old, should not be applicable to only
a national context with an exception made for Chinese,
US, and European Commission works as these bod-
ies are considered “AI superpowers”. Also, corporate
policies were not considered unless they had garnered
a lot of media coverage or were multi-stakeholder such
as IEEE or Partnership on AI. Other criteria and ex-
ception sub-clauses were considered, with an eventual
summation that it includes principle sets functioning
as a comprehensive mapping of the normative issues
of AI ethics. The analysis revealed that accountability,
privacy, and fairness appear in 80% of the principle
sets, that industry sets averaged 9.1 principles com-
pared to 10.8 in science sets, and that male authors are
over-represented particularly in the technical solution-
focused sets.

The third [2] is the most exhaustive of the stud-
ies and uses the PRISMA template [16] for their sys-
tematic review. The study seeks to understand the
groups producing AI principles, whether principles are
converging, and if diverging, whether they are rec-
oncilable. It aims to inform governmental and inter-
governmental organisations, scientists, research insti-
tutions, and funding agencies involved in ethical AI.
Citing the absence of a unified database, the authors
use a sequential search structure, with first a manual
search of four Linkhub webpages, followed by key-
word search on Google, and finally manual and com-
plete citation chaining screening of the retrieved prin-
ciple sets. Inclusion criteria were: being in English,
German, Greek, French, and Italian languages, being
issued by private and public sector institutions, in-
cluding AI or similar concepts explicitly in the title,
and expressing normative ethical stances. This resulted
in 84 AI principle sets being used in the study, with
two researchers conducting two manual coding cycles
and one code mapping cycle, with additional assis-
tance from specialist ethics researchers. They identi-
fied 11 clusters of ethical principles: transparency, jus-
tice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, pri-
vacy, beneficence, freedom and autonomy, trust, sus-
tainability, dignity, and solidarity. No cluster is com-
mon to all principle sets, but the first 5 of the clusters
are present in over half the principle sets. Private com-
panies produce the most principle sets, more econom-
ically developed countries are over-represented, and
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most principle sets are targeted towards multiple stake-
holder groups. Substantive divergence is identified and
grouped into 4 areas, namely how principles are inter-
preted, why they are important, the issue, domain or
actors they refer to, and how to implement them. They
view these as a gap at the junction of principle formu-
lation and practical implementation, with implications
for research ethics, technology governance, and public
policy.

The fourth study [3] is more exhaustive discursively,
with Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet and
Society releasing a 72 page report on AI principles
aiming to map consensus. The report is targeted at
scholars and policy makers, and through side-by-side
comparison and analysis, seeks to reveal trends in what
they propose is “a fractured global conversation”. Au-
thors aim to provide a high-level snapshot of current
thinking in AI governance, fostering avenues for fu-
ture research including those drafting new sets of prin-
ciples, and include visualisations, timelines, and bibli-
ographies as indexes to engage with primary sources.
Sampling is employed with the purpose of variety
across geography, content, date, and stakeholders with
focus on the highly visible and most influential docu-
ments. Document search was conducted, primarily not
through academic databases, but rather through search
engines, cross-citation linking, and personal network
recommendations. Legislative and regulatory docu-
ments were excluded, along with documents focused
on a specific technology; however, sector-specific doc-
uments were included. Documents needed to represent
the views of organisations as a whole and be authored
by senior staff, and languages were limited to Chinese,
English, French, German and Spanish. Identified docu-
ments were reviewed in team meetings, and if they met
conditions, were assigned to an individual for hand-
coding, who used the principle’s title from the docu-
ment or, if not available, paraphrased the principle’s
content. Thus, 36 documents were selected, and after
merging the similar principles coded by individuals,
47 principles remained, which were clustered under 8
themes. A key aim of the research was a richly in-
formative spider chart-esque data visualisation, to the
extent that it locked down their earlier theme deci-
sions from subsequent changes. The 8 themes estab-
lished were privacy, accountability, safety and secu-
rity, transparency and explainability, fairness and non-
discrimination, human control of technology, profes-
sional responsibility, and promotion of human values,
with between 3 to 10 principles listed within each of
these themes. As the more recent sets they analysed

tended to incorporate all 8 themes, it suggested some
convergence around a normative core. The authors also
analysed human rights, with 64% of documents con-
taining a reference, and 5 documents using human
rights as a framework for their AI principles. Finally,
noting that the field is emergent and their sampling be-
ing subjective, they expect perspectives to evolve be-
yond their captured snapshot.

The fifth article [17] uses the analysis of AI prin-
ciple sets to examine whether policy makers concep-
tualisation (derived from document analysis) of the
term Artificial Intelligence is different to the concep-
tualisation in research environments (which they es-
tablished through surveys). Again, the authors started
with Algorithm Watch’s AI Ethics Guidelines Global
Inventory with documents published between 2017-
2019, and restricted it to English, resulting in 40 Prin-
ciple sets used, with three authors manually coding.
They found that only 28% of researchers used “hu-
man” in their definition, against 62% of the AI Princi-
ple sets used by policymakers. Thus, while researchers
and policy makers are equally focused on issues such
as inequality and discrimination, policy makers appear
much more focused on the existential threat of human-
like AI, which the authors argue may result in policy
makers focusing on longer-term theoretical AI, rather
than the pressing ethical issues with existing deployed
AI.

Instead of using ethics methods, the sixth arti-
cle [18] uses risk assessment and risk management
techniques from business to create the principles
needed for responsibly developing AI. The authors
provide 50 self-developed principles grouped under 10
themes, produced from their previous research along
with analysis of 30 AI principle sets selected for their
diversity, though restricted to English. They then test
the coverage of the AI Principle sets against their self-
developed principles, to evidence that their consoli-
dated set is more comprehensive, while also being an
immediately applicable checklist for businesses to use.

The seventh article [19] argues that AI principles
have a high degree of overlap and a number of short-
comings. Interpreted differently by different groups,
the principles are highly generalisable and hence hard
to put into practice, while also coming into conflict
with each other. Examining 7 principles sets, the au-
thors identify 4 key tensions, and argue that focus-
ing on such tensions should drive research questions,
bridge the principle to practice gap, acknowledge value
differences, highlight where new solutions are re-
quired, and identify knowledge gaps and ambiguities.
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Table 1
Summary of the systematic studies reviewed.

(a) Number of studied sets, goals, and purpose/output from each study. Goals: Meta-analysis (MA), Coverage Maps (CM),
Principle Consolidation (PC), and Hypothesis Validation (HV).

Study # Sets MA CM PC HV Purpose/Output

[4] 9 - X X - Defining 5 principles for laws and technical standards
[15] 22 X X - X Critical studies analysis on focus, impact and missing areas
[2] 84 X X X - Defining 11 clusters of agreement and 4 areas of divergence
[3] 36 X X X - Defining 47 principles under 8 themes for scholars/policy
[17] 40 X - - X Revealing differences between researchers and policy makers
[18] 30 - X X X Defining 50 principles under 10 themes for businesses
[19] 7 - - - X Identifying 4 key tensions between principles to focus on
[20] 27 X X - - Creating a platform for linking and analysing AI principles

(b) Assessing the number of AI principle sets reviewed within each study and the proportion of the studies covering each goal.

Principle sets per study metrics Goals per study metrics
Min Max Med. Avg. S.D. MA CM PC HV

Number of Sets 7 84 28.5 31.9 24.1 Fraction of Studies 5/8 6/8 4/8 4/8

The last article [20] takes an explicit multiplic-
ity approach, and rather than adopting one set of AI
principles, aims to link them together into a frame-
work where principles can interact with and comple-
ment each other. The authors first manually extract
10 general topic terms identified from 27 different AI
principle sets, with topics represented by the chosen
terms: humanity, collaboration, share, fairness, trans-
parency, privacy, security, safety, accountability, and
Artificial General Intelligence/Artificial Super Intelli-
gence. They then calculated topic coverage, which is
the number of topics that are contained (i.e. the term
is present) in a specific AI principles set. Google’s
Word2vec [21] trained on a news corpus is used to re-
turn the ranked list of words with the closest cosine
similarity to each of the topic terms. The result is a
wider list of keywords for each topic, where the first
semantically different word in the returned list serves
as a cutoff point for inclusion. With the new expanded
set of keywords on the topic, the coverage of the AI
principle sets was again examined, and shown to have
expanded, with the level of coverage based ordering
of the principle sets also changing, implying that their
new coverage mapping is more robust and accurate.
Topic frequency by actor groupings showed that gov-
ernments include security but avoid accountability, and
that the private sector includes collaboration but avoids
topics such as privacy and security.

2.2. AI Principles repositories

In [20], the authors also produce the Linked Ar-
tificial Intelligence Principles (LAIP) online plat-
form3, which actually uses Semantic Web standards
(owl:sameAs) to represent the semantic linkages be-
tween similar AI principles words, and shows origi-
nal topics, as well as keyword coverage, for 74 of the
AI principles sets. Principle set summary cards are
shown, with title, publisher, type of publisher, coun-
try or region, abbreviation, and date of publication.
Keyword-based search functionality is also available,
and returns paragraph-level results from respective
documents where the keyword is found. Finally, click
through functionality is also available from the cover-
age maps, both to original document sets, and to sen-
tence level listings of the topics or keywords in situ
within all documents. This richer exploratory func-
tionality is based solely off semantically linking topic
words and keywords, but is enough to evidence the
value of the Semantic Web approach.

Two other major efforts to catalogue the AI prin-
ciple sets have been presented, namely the AI Eth-
ical Guidelines Global Inventory4 launched in April
2019 as a crowd-sourced repository hosted by the Ger-
man non-profit organisation Algorithm Watch, and the
OECD’s AI Policy Observatory5 which launched in

3http://www.linking-ai-principles.org
4https://inventory.algorithmwatch.org
5https://oecd.ai/ai-principles
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February 2020. Both of these resources provide search
and retrieval functionalities built on relational database
concepts. The Ethical Guidelines Global Inventory of-
fers a search field, four drop-downs, and sorting on
pre-defined tags leading to hyperlinks to PDFs. The
AI Policy Observatory has two distinct classes: the
first one contains national AI policies and additional
requested text (received by the OECD from member
states), and a rich interactive visual interface with an-
alytics dashboards and click through navigation, while
the second class includes stakeholder initiatives (e.g.
complement of nation states) and contains only tags for
stakeholder type, stakeholder name, publishing date,
and hyperlinks to the PDFs. Beyond some minimal
filtering, the information about the principle sets and
ability to compare between them is buried within the
individual PDFs.

2.3. Ontologies for Artificial Intelligence

Finally, we discuss work that evidences the success-
ful role that ontologies can also play in the context of
AI principles. An early survey on ontologies provided
as its first use-case an ontology as a conceptual frame-
work to tie together AI Planning, Decision Theory, and
Distributed Systems Theory, to allow these fields to
share the research results currently inhibited by dif-
fering terms and perspectives on the same underlying
ideas [22]. There is a clear parallel with the AI prin-
ciples proliferation, and the need to explicitly match
the same underlying thoughts to the terms used in the
documents. Ontologies have been used across multi-
ple domains, from broader work on automating the hy-
pothesis testing within large data repositories of scien-
tific data [23] and modelling the scholarly process in
digital humanities [24], to narrower domains such as
biomedical investigations [25] and social science sys-
tematic literature reviews [26]. Especially pertinent to
the AI principles ontology developed herein, are the
ontologies supporting systematic reviews in software
engineering [27], and in continuous integration of data
and hypothesis testing [28]. In short, the continuous
re-evaluation of hypotheses can be achieved through
setting up data analysis workflows that trigger when
new data becomes available. Thus, every time a new
AI principles set is added to the knowledge graph, new
meta-study results are available via stored SPARQL
queries.

The only similar ontological work the authors are
aware of is the IEEE P7007 – Ontological Standard
for Ethically Driven Robotics and Automation Sys-

tems6, ongoing since 2017 but currently with no pub-
licly available output, and is focused on creating a set
of ontologies at different levels of abstraction for eth-
ical design methodologies for robots and automation
systems.

Having described the various meta-study and catalogu-
ing efforts for the AI principles, along with the usage
of ontologies in other domains, we now lead into the
methodology used.

3. Methodology

Given the scope of our work, we use a multi-phase
approach, as shown in Figure 1. Using the principle of
a life-cycle from software engineering, ontology engi-
neering can be used and broken into the phases of re-
quirements analysis, ontology creation, and ontology
assurance [29]. Our methodology is based on those
phases.

The first phase incorporates gathering and reading
primary AI principle documents and secondary AI
principle systematic studies along with identifying AI
principle repositories. The second phase incorporates
design of the AI principles ontology according to on-
tology engineering and ontology design methods. A
note on terminology is required, as determining AI eth-
ical principles versus more generic AI policy state-
ments and governance initiatives is a difficult task [3].
With a view to extensibility for the ontology to AI prin-
ciples generally, the aim of the design is thus for exten-
sive coverage of AI ethical principle sets that should
also prove sufficient for other AI related documents.
Finally, the third phase refers to the assurance and val-
idation of our ontology with the implementation of a
proof of concept knowledge graph.

Phase 1 - Requirement Analysis. The primary source
of AI principle documents is not academic articles, but
rather documents produced by a range of different ac-
tors, then published on websites directly or as PDFs
available for download from websites. Hence, we did
not use academic databases as the predominant source
to retrieve the documents, but rather search engines
and news articles, along with principle sets previously
collected by the authors during prior research, as well
as the principle sets that were referred to in the sec-
ondary systematic studies. A sampling of these princi-

6https://site.ieee.org/sagroups-7007/
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Fig. 1. Our methodology and its phases.

ple sets were read, selected for variety, ranging from
corporate (e.g. Google), corporate groups (e.g. Part-
nership on AI), and professional bodies (e.g. IEEE), to
Catholic religious groups (e.g. the Pontifical Academy
for Life), supranational organisations such as the Eu-
ropean Commission, multinational organisations such
as the OECD, and multi-stakeholder initiatives such
as the Montreal Declaration for Responsible Develop-
ment of AI.

The secondary AI principle document search fo-
cused on academic articles, with Google Scholar and
search terms (“AI” OR “artificial intelligence”) AND
(“ethics” OR “principles” OR “ethical principles”)
used. The pool of articles was further increased by ref-
erence chaining forwards using Google Scholar, and
backwards using citations. Abstracts were read and
the articles selected based on them, incorporating at
least 5 principle sets and performing quantitative or
qualitative analysis on the principles to obtain the re-
search objectives. Note that principle set comparisons
are also present in the primary source documents them-
selves such as the Montreal Declaration, and govern-

mental body briefs such as the European Parliament
studies, but these were excluded. Two of the AI prin-
ciple repositories identified were referred to in sys-
tematic studies directly, while the third was identified
while sourcing a primary document.

Phase 2 - Creation of AIPO. The following step is
to build the AI principles Ontology (AIPO). In design-
ing an ontology, there is not a singular best modelling
approach for a domain, the design process is inherently
iterative, and the ontology’s concepts should be close
to the physical or logical objects and relationships in
the domain [30]. Further, the use case for the ontol-
ogy and level of granularity needed should drive de-
sign decisions. A seven step ontology design process
commonly used is:

Step 1. Determine the domain and scope of the ontol-
ogy.

Step 2. Consider reusing existing ontologies.
Step 3. Enumerate important terms in the ontology.
Step 4. Define the classes and the class hierarchy.
Step 5. Define the properties of classes-slots.
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Step 6. Define the facets of the slots.
Step 7. Create instances.

The first six steps are depicted in Figure 1 under Phase
2 (blue area), while the seventh corresponds to the val-
idation part of our methodology, and can be seen in the
same figure under Phase 3 (orange area).

In lieu of accessible human experts, domain knowl-
edge had to be developed by the authors in order to cre-
ate the AI principles ontology. The first phase of read-
ing primary and secondary sources and analysing the
principle repositories was thus necessary to develop
this knowledge and gain insights into the requirements
for the ontology – consequently defining how best to
address the research questions. The Linked Open Vo-
cabularies resource was used to source a number of
ontology vocabularies for review that were considered
for inclusion in the ontology. Ontology mapping and
integration was done manually by the authors without
the use of automated tools.

Phase 3 - Assurance of AIPO. Finally, in phase
three to ensure the applicability of the ontology, we in-
stantiate a small knowledge graph. For this we chose
the OECD’s AI principles set as it allowed us to in-
stantiate every component in our ontology. We focus
specifically on complex AI principle that relates to
other principles in the same set as it allows us to test
the validity of our ontology to its full extent.

4. The AI Principles Ontology

The domain and scope of the ontology is already
clearly set by the research question, establishing the
ontology is meant to allow for the systematic re-
view of AI principles, as described by the four pur-
poses of such studies, and obtain similar results to the
meta-studies described above. Additionally, we aim
at keeping the ontology as lean and simple as pos-
sible. The Linked Open Vocabularies resource7 was
used to identify a number of vocabularies, including
SKOS, VOID, DCAT2, Dublin Core, PROV-O, FOAF,
Schema.org, ORG, ModSci, and Geonames among
others. These ontologies were read and assessed in de-
tail, using ontology mapping and subsequent ontology
merging to ensure reuse rather than recreation. As a
result, only 3 unique properties were created within
the new ontology, namely :hasPrincipleSet,
:hasWordCount and :hasPageLength. The full
list of reused namespaces is included in Table 2.

7https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov

Table 2
List of the merged ontologies and their namespaces.

Ontology Namespace

rdf 〈http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#〉
rdfs 〈http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#〉
xsd 〈http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#〉
owl 〈http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#〉
skos 〈http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#〉
dcat 〈http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#〉
foaf 〈http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/〉
dctype 〈http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/〉
dct 〈http://purl.org/dc/terms/〉
modsci 〈https://w3id.org/skgo/modsci〉
org 〈http://www.w3.org/ns/org#〉

The resulting AIPO (AI Principles Ontology) on-
tology is visually presented in Figure 2. The impor-
tant terms identified relate to documents and their
metadata, principles and their meanings, agents and
their roles. These main concepts drove the creation of
classes and their hierarchy, followed by the properties
and attributes. Additional classes exist to ensure the
merged ontologies are used correctly. Note that the on-
tology is publicly available and online8; all source im-
ages can be found under the Assets folder.

At a high level, a dcat:Resource is the doc-
ument itself, with a :hasPrincipleSet prop-
erty linking to skos:ConceptScheme to capture
the set of principles as a whole idea. The individ-
ual principles in skos:Concept are linked via
skos:inScheme. A number of SKOS match prop-
erties are used to allow richness of semantic link-
ing, with strings capturing key contexts and exam-
ples to give meaning to the principle beyond its ti-
tle. skos:relate was also added, as inter-principle
set links between principles was found after testing
the ontology with the OECD principles described be-
low. Dublin Core Terms (dct) capture the multitude
of metadata regarding the document, required for the
meta-analytic components of systematic studies. The
dct:subject property uses modsci:Artifici-
alIntelligence to ensure that a resource is cor-
rectly identified when added to the Web of Linked
Open Data. No adequate ethics designation was found,
but as the ontology is designed for AI principles
in general, we decided to leave it out. When im-
plementing the OECD principles, we also identified
the need for a dct:source property, as they were

8https://github.com/AndrewHarrison/AIPO

https://github.com/AndrewHarrison/AIPO
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Fig. 2. AIPO - the AI Principles Ontology.

used to develop the G20 AI principles, and this link-
age should be recognised. The FOAF ontology pro-
vides richness in describing Agents, and due to us-
age of its properties was the predominant ontology
merged in. However, AIPO also captures other ontolo-
gies where the entity is the same, in order to better
assist integration into Linked Data: in other words,
foaf:Agent/dct:Agent, foaf:Person/sche-
ma:Person and foaf:Organization/org:Or-
ganization are also included. The Org ontology
describes relations and hierarchy within an organisa-
tion, but no suitable ontology was found for describing
the governmental, private sector, civil society distinc-
tion needed. The org:classification property
was therefore used with skos:ConceptScheme
capturing such categorisation. A full subject-predicate-
object tabular view of the ontology is presented in Ta-
ble 3.

A Proof of Concept with partial instantiation of the
OECD principles was done as validation of the ontol-
ogy, and led to the ontology enhancements described
above. This is presented in Figure 3. The example
shows strengths of the ontology, such as capturing that
accountability (the only principle fully shown) is re-
lated to the other four principles (only one is partially
shown) via them needing to be implemented as a nec-
essary condition for accountability. Alternate labels for
the term “accountability” are also captured, along with
a definition and an example that ensures that the con-
text and meaning of the concept “accountability” used
by OECD is correctly matching the term “account-
ability” used in other principle sets. The differing lan-
guages the document is available in are also shown,
with all of the principles also linkable on the Seman-
tic Web to their translation in other languages (for in-
stance, on ConceptNet [31]). The audience for the doc-
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Table 3
The AIPO ontology: tabular view.

Subject Predicate Object

skos:Concept skos:relatedMatch skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:exactMatch skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:closeMatch skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:narrowMatch skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:broadMatch skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:related skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:example xsd:string
skos:Concept skos:definition xsd:string
skos:Concept skos:altLable xsd:string
skos:Concept skos:prefLabel xsd:string
skos:Collection skos:member skos:Concept
skos:Concept skos:inScheme skos:ConceptScheme
skos:ConceptScheme dct:title xsd:string
dcat:Resource :hasPrincipleSet skos:ConceptScheme
dcat:Resource dct:hasVersion dcat:Resource
dcat:Resource dct:references dcat:Resource
dcat:Resource dct:type dctype:Text
dcat:Resource dct:source dcat:Resource
dcat:Resource dct:subject modsci:ArtificialIntelligence
dcat:Resource dct:extent dct:SizeorDuration
dct:SizeorDuration :hasWordCount xsd:integer
dct:SizeorDuration :hasPageLength xsd:integer
dcat:Resource dct:format dct:FileFormat [MIME_Type]
dcat:Resource dct:spatial dct:Location 〈URI-Geonames〉
dcat:Resource dct:created xsd:date
dcat:Resource dct:bibliographicCitation xsd:string
dcat:Resource dct:alternative xsd:string
dcat:Resource dct:title xsd:string
dcat:Resource dct:language xsd:language
dcat:Resource dct:description xsd:string
dcat:Resource dct:contributor foaf:Agent
dcat:Resource dct:creator foaf:Agent
dcat:Resource dct:audience foaf:Agent
dcat:Resource dct:publisher foaf:Agent
foaf:Agent owl:sameAs dct:Agent
foaf:Agent foaf:name xsd:string
foaf:Agent foaf:homepage foaf:Document
foaf:Group foaf:member foaf:Agent
foaf:Group rdfs:subclassOf foaf:Agent
foaf:Organization rdfs:subclassOf foaf:Agent
foaf:Organization owl:sameAs org:Organization
foaf:Organization org:classification skos:ConceptScheme
foaf:Person rdfs:subclassOf foaf:Agent
foaf:Person foaf:gender xsd:string
foaf:Person owl:sameAs schema:Person
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Fig. 3. Proof of Concept of AIPO using OECD principles.

ument, being the 37 OECD member countries can also
be captured, with the example given of Australia. Fi-
nally, details on the creator and publisher (being the
same here) are captured, with an example of the or-
ganisation concept scheme showing that it is a inter-
governmental organisation, also termed a multilateral
organisation.

5. Benefits of AIPO

The ontology and the instantiation of the OECD
principles shown in the previous section answer affir-
matively our secondary research question, i.e. whether
an ontology can be developed to transform AI ethi-
cal principles into a Linked Data consumable format.
Given that, we turn to the remaining research ques-
tion, concerning how such an ontology can facilitate
the study of AI principle sets and further their impact.

Assessing the facilitator value of the ontology includes
two steps: first, investigating whether it does obviate
steps in the current meta-study process for AI princi-
ples; second, whether it does produce the same results
available from current meta studies. In order to answer
whether the ontology furthers the impact of AI prin-
ciple sets, we discuss the value added by the use of
semantic technologies over relational databases.

5.1. AIPO facilitates meta-studies

Starting with facilitation, the creation of AIPO is
a necessary step toward the creation of a knowl-
edge graph containing details from all of the primary
principle sets. This will remove the need for using
generic search engines, with their high false-positive
rate and lack of semantic search that subsequently re-
quires manual review and selection of principle sets
from the returned results. Instead, finding AI princi-
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ple sets can done through the knowledge graph, with
search functionality via SPARQL to identify the de-
sired documents. The step of extensive human analy-
sis and manual coding of the different principle sets
is also significantly reduced, with principles from the
same set and relations to similar/differing principles
in other sets already represented in the knowledge
graph through SKOS’s skos:ConceptScheme,
skos:Concept, and skos:Collection classes.
The meta-information about the principle set docu-
ments, such as created date and location, and the docu-
ments’ relations to each others (e.g. OECD as a source
for G20 AI principles) are provided through various
Dublin Core Terms. Finally, FOAF and SKOS provide
information on the Agents related to the document,
whether they are the audience, creator, contributor etc.

Further to this, the encoding of the information in
the knowledge graph allows rich semantic querying
of the actual semantic content extracted from within
the principle sets, inherently available via SPARQL
queries performed on the knowledge graph. Thus to
conduct a desired analysis, manual re-coding and re-
analysis for every new researcher for every new pur-
pose is not required. The removal of this costly and
laborious process reduces a barrier to entry for novel
research on AI principles, and also makes publicly
available the coding schema used, serving both repro-
ducibility and assurance purposes. Additionally, it is
worth noting that the knowledge graph is not a static
artefact locked into a quickly dating article, but rather
a dynamic living data source, that is already integrated
and interrogatable in conjunction with a host of other
data sources contained on the Semantic Web.

Efficiency should not be at the loss of effective-
ness. The existing systematic studies were grouped
into four purposes and presented a series of results.
Assessing whether these purposes and results can be
derived from querying the knowledge graph is a lit-
mus test for the external validity of the ontology.
Firstly, meta-analytic results can be obtained through
SPARQL queries that count the triples returned, such
as gender of authors, type of organisation, or number
of principles. Secondly, the coverage maps can also be
derived from the knowledge graph through SPARQL
queries, via properties such as skos:inScheme
and :hasPrincipleSet. Further, arbitrarily de-
fined coverage maps using skos:Collection via
the property skos:member can also be created and
queried. Thirdly, principle consolidation is built-in by
design, with skos:Concept representing unique
principle entities, and the various SKOS match proper-

ties used to comprehensively detail such consolidation.
Finally, hypothesis testing while not automated explic-
itly in the design, can at least be assisted by stored
SPARQL queries that can be re-run by researchers to
test and re-validate their hypotheses when new data
is added to the knowledge graph, or if a Linked Data
source is found that provides new bootstrapped rea-
soning.

Comparing explicitly to the only paper using se-
mantic technologies in this context [20], our use of
skos:exactMatch removes data merging issues
that are introduced by owl:sameAs, such as unique
information from two different skos:example prop-
erties being lost when principles are matched using
owl:sameAs. Further, polysemy and context, with a
word such as “school” having multiple meanings (an
institution, a physical building, or the cohort of people
for instance), is a stated issue in their work. And as the
terms and principles used in AI documents, let us take
“fairness” as an example, have multi-interpretability
depending upon their context, polysemy may be one of
the greatest challenges for regulating AI systems [32].
Even when there is some commonality in under-
standing, drawn out semantic debates and misunder-
standings can ensue without contextual definition of
each term. Through the use of skos:altlabel,
skos:definition, and skos:example in ad-
dition to SKOS match properties to explicitly con-
textualise words, this polysemy issue can instead be
addressed. Given the obviation of research steps and
equal if not improved effectiveness, the facilitation as-
pect of the ontology has thus also been answered affir-
matively.

5.2. Impact of AIPO

Let us now turn toward impact, particularly when
comparing AIPO to the existing AI principle reposito-
ries.

In deciding to use a semantic representation over a
classical database structure, there are two major ad-
vantages: 1) the knowledge semantically represented
is easily integratable and exchangeable with other
sources of knowledge, and 2) further to the explicit
knowledge asserted in the semantic specification, im-
plicit knowledge can be deduced [29]. Any of the data
sources available on the Linked Data Cloud can be
integrated via value chains, with avenues of research
more constrained by investigators’ imaginations rather
than lack of data. Further, organisations such as the
BBC are using the Semantic Web to drive their data
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stories [33], and data stories are growing in impor-
tance in journalistic storytelling and in educational me-
dia [34]. As the informed participation of stakehold-
ers is required for the development of responsible AI,
meaning education and communication to ensure its
potential impacts are known to stakeholders, along
with making them aware that they can participate in
shaping its development within society [32]. Then, the
value of an AI principles ontology derived knowledge
graph, feeding data into such journalistic and educa-
tional initiatives, can directly impact social awareness
of AI principles.

Further, researchers using Algorithm Watch’s AI
Ethics Guidelines Global Inventory when conducting
research, as detailed in Section 2.1, evidence that they
would also be users of the knowledge graph as a repos-
itory too. In addition, the restriction to the English lan-
guage found in many of the studies, though common
to a lot of academic research, is a particular short-
coming for AI Principles as they are ostensibly meant
for global application. Though some studies were con-
ducted by multi-lingual researchers thus allowing for
additional major languages, principle sets were essen-
tially convenience sampled for the researchers’ known
languages. But the availability and wide usage of lan-
guage tags on the Semantic Web, which are not just at
document level, but with individual principles able to
be linked to the same or similar term across languages,
allows principle sets in different languages to be eas-
ily interlinked. More concretely, this means that also
stakeholders not from Western liberal democracies are
both more able to listen to, and to add to, the conversa-
tion on AI principles. This is of particular importance,
given these stakeholders’ susceptibility to AI’s misuse
by overbearing authorities.

A final valuable impact from the use of Semantic
Web technologies pertains to their machine readabil-
ity. For both digital and physically instantiated enti-
ties, the ethically imposed constraints on the systems
are in the purview of their designers, who are charged
with choosing the functionality which is allowed and
the data that is used. Thus programmers and engineers
are expected to adhere to ethical guidelines in the de-
velopment of AI, see as example the ACM guidelines,
or IEEE guidelines (both critiqued as short and theo-
retical [35]). The ACM’s code of ethics, introduced in
1972 and not updated since 1992, was finally updated
in 2018, presumably in light of news scandals such as
Volkswagen’s “diesel gate” which cost the company
over $30B [36]. Volkswagen’s programmers raised ob-
jections internally, but there was no whistle-blowing

(as companies actively disincentive whistle-blowing
[35]), and it thus stands to question the enforceable
value of these ethical guidelines. Experimental testing
using ethical vignettes from real-world situations, with
the experimental group being exposed to the ACM’s
guidelines have bore out for their lack of effect, while
also revealing a positive impact on ethical decisions
when ethical issues have hit news cycles [36] (an extra
value add to the media’s use of knowledge graphs feed-
ing data stories described above). But with machine-
readable ethical AI principles, an agreed schema or
even legally enforced standard could be conceivably
set in the future (see recent EU white-paper [37]). This
could be read directly into AI entities, with the pres-
ence and implementation of the principles auditable by
regulatory authorities, and adherence even standing to
lower legal liability and damages apportioned [3] to
developers or the owners of AI systems. This ontology
work can be viewed as a step towards such schema.

Categorising the current situation, there is a growth in
AI principles, growth in systematic analyses of these
principles, both second-order (meaning and function-
ing of ethics) and first-order (ought behaviours and
ethical norms) [38], a multitude of applied uses that are
also contested, a susceptibility to ethics shopping, and
finally a key role for AI principles to play in making
safe AI arms races. Given this flurry of activity and its
importance, and the scaling and bias impracticalities
of manual researcher coding, there is both space and
opportunity for the introduction of semantic technol-
ogy in this context. In summary, the research objective
of creating an ontology for AI ethical principles is met,
with a number of existing ontology vocabularies used
to assist ontology mapping and integration with other
linked data sets. We have shown that through using se-
mantic technologies we can structure AI ethical prin-
ciple sets to facilitate systematic studies, and that this
can further the impact of AI principle sets.

6. Conclusion

Major scandals of recent years such as echo cham-
bers, propaganda bots, and fake-news would not have
been possible without AI, and in many cases AI ethics
is failing, with institutionally driven principle sets
serving mainly as a marketing strategy [15]. System-
atic reviews can help reveal such shortcomings, for ex-
ample, the UN Global Pulse’s chief data scientist pub-
lished a letter to the editor in Nature Machine Learn-
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ing [39], questioning why solidarity was rarely present
in AI ethical principles (using data from [2]), while be-
ing present in 30% of the world’s constitutions. Thus,
meta-analysis drives insights, insights drive thoughts
and opinions, and these drive discussions between
stakeholders that have real impact. For example, aca-
demic researchers have been calling for a halt to facial
recognition technology until it is regulated [40], citing
amongst other things a 35% error rate for dark-skinned
women versus 1% for white males. Additional voices
have come from the employee activism initiatives (e.g.,
[15, 35]), and the societal impact is now starting to
show. During the same week in early June 2020, IBM
announced they would stop selling facial recognition
technology, followed by Amazon announcing a mora-
torium on use of their facial recognition technology for
1 year, and then Microsoft stating it will await US Fed-
eral laws on safe deployment before providing facial
recognition technology9.

By structuring AI principle sets using semantic tech-
nologies to assist systematic studies, we believe that
our AI Principles Ontology can help drive impact. Im-
mediate future work involves expanding the ontology
according to best practices [41]. Additionally, a reason
for the variance in AI ethics and principles is that the
term AI can refer to the computational technology, a
field of scientific research, or an autonomous entity it-
self [32]. This variance is not currently addressed in
the AIPO, with the generic subject “Artificial Intelli-
gence” not differentiating between the technology, re-
search fields, and actual entities. Another two compo-
nents for future analysis are identified, the first regards
the phase of AI development, as it can also impact how
an AI principle is interpreted. For example, “trans-
parency” and “auditability” mean different things to
different stakeholders, during system design and de-
velopment, as opposed to when the system is deployed
and in use within an organisation [18]. The second is
the domain of usage and level of impact on targeted
groups and individuals, such as with facial recogni-
tion, recidivism prediction, and autonomous weapons.
Further refinement of the ontology may be required
to capture these intricacies. Lastly, while the use of
the SKOS ontology gives context and connects similar
usages of the same ethical terms, it does not resolve
the issue that these moral terms can conflict with each
other, nor resolve situations of moral overload/hard

9https://www.theverge.com/21288053/microsoft-facial-
recognition-police-law-enforcement-pledge-regulation

choices where agents must make a choice that will vi-
olate their values [42]. However, socio-technical at-
tempts to address this normative uncertainty through
democratic dissent during AI development (see [43]
for a hard choices framework) can make use of the
information captured in the knowledge graph, with
its accessibility to semantically meaningful SPARQL
queries and use of data stories.

In closing, at web scale, local theories can be com-
bined, and knowledge does not have to be consis-
tent, as the goal is not an all-encompassing ontology
with universal agreement [44]. When commonality of
a concept has not led to commonality of terms, the
Semantic Web, through identifying and describing the
relationships between similar concepts that are devel-
oped independently by different groups, provides the
wider common language for communication and col-
laboration [6]. But the Semantic Web had a slow start,
and it is of little practical use if it is not instantiated
with suitable amounts of data, for else it remains only
in the purview of enthusiastic academics producing so-
phisticated ontologies [44]. Its power is realised when
users create applications that gather diverse informa-
tion from across the Web, process it, and exchange
it with other applications [6]. Thus incentivising re-
searchers and AI principle producers to use the ontol-
ogy and add to the knowledge graph will be a criti-
cal challenge, requiring bootstrapping of an initial vi-
able knowledge graph, and awareness building in the
community. The next step is thus to use the ontology
created herein to populate a knowledge graph with a
core volume of AI principle sets, and connect this to
the Linked Data Cloud.
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